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Guest Pastor

President Airs hrA Ssrvice
CoEiiEnhtee Meets Again ITA Gslpin

Is Far East Expert

V

by Marcia Bundy
Mr. James T. Laney, a dynamic
man with a rich background, will be on the Wooster
campus Sunday and Monday. He
will deliver the Sunday sermon,
"The Form of Freedom," and will
speak in Chapel Monday on "The
Rediscovery of Conscience."
young

Mr. Laney is from Memphis,
Tenn., and was graduated from
Yale with a B.A. and B.D. He has
served as chaplain of the Choate
School and pastor of the St. Paul
Methodist Church in Cincinnati.
Mr. Laney has some revealing and
tales of his experiences while working with the CIA
in Korea after World War II. He
was Study Secretary of the Korean
Student Movement from 1959 to
1964, and served as Associate Professor of Christian Ethics at Yon- sei University in Seoul, Korea from
1962 to 1964. He is currently writ
ing a dissertation on "A Critique
of Radical Contevtuahst Lthics
at Yale. In June, 1966, he will be
gin teaching Christian Ethics at
Vanderbilt University Divinity and
Graduate Schools.
hair-raisin- g

In addition to delivering his two
main addresses, Mr. Laney will be
the guest of the CCA and ARFEP
(Americans for the Reappraisal of
Far Eastern Policy) at 6:30 p.m
Sunday in the Library Lecture
Room. The forum is entitled Per
The Student
spective on Asia
Voice." Mr. Laney will present a
short speech, but most of the time
will be devoted to questions and
answers. The program will be over
in time for the Dale Moore recital
at 8:15.
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Talks Go On

College President Howard F. Lowry
the door
to possible major revision of Food Service in the near future
and revealed broad plans for book store improvement in an
address before the students Monday morning.
ui. iuwiy s auuiess luuuiieu oil

Student Services Committee
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Lowry Also Discusses Bookstore

,.

(I. to r.) Dr. Henry Margenau,
Dr. Rene Dubos, and Dr. Melvin Calvin pause before last

NATURAL SCIENCE SCHOLARS

Saturday's Centennial panel discussion.

many subjects, ranging from the
role of students in curricular matters to a review of the College's
organizational structure.
The President singled out for
praise the Personnel deans for their
actions during the recent renewal
of student concern over Food Service. He urged students not to
place "blame" on the deans for
the failure of the Administration
to implement student requests. Dr.
Lowry, after stating that "the Food
Service issue is not closed . . .
with the service departments, with
me, or with the board to whom
recommendations must ultimately
be cleared" urged students to refrain from blaming the deans if
the final decisions are not to their
liking.

Centennial Science Lecturers Stress
Responsible Choice For Human Goals

Because of limitations of time and space, the VOICE will never be able to do full justice to
the Centennial Scholars as they visit Wooster during 1966; only a complete transcript could
do the full job. The abstracts below have been compiled by Mark Johnson and give some
idea of the broad areas covered by the three Natural Science speakers who opened the Cen
tennial Scholars program, Dr. Rene Dubos, Dr. Henry Margenau, and Dr. Melvin Calvin.
Dubos: "A Modern Ulysses"
There is rebellion today, due to a need for awareness of man's goal, details of present environments.
Dubos said. He offered as examples
Through his choices man can
that, "beyond a certain point, pros- decide what he and his descendperity and abundance of goods be- ants will become. "He thus has the
come meaningless; production and privilege of responsible choice for
air- his destiny and this I believe is the
affluence become absurd
planes cannot usefully fly much most noble attribute of the human
faster than they do now, they condition."
reached their practical end in
Margenau and Calvin
by John Ryan
speed.
Professors Henry Margenau and
"Anyone can formulate several
On Monday evening in the Library Lecture Room, the
Melvin Calvin divided man's search
SGA Forum Series met to discuss the topic of Wooster's aca- worthwhile projects which are at
least as important as space travel for significance into two parts,
demic honor code. Senior Gerry Meyer moderated the panel
and just as likely to succeed. But group endeavors and personal
which consisted of Dr. Frederick Cropp, Associate Dean of the limitations of resources and of search and dedication. Both prom
College, Dr. Robert Walcott, historian, giving the background of technically competent personnel inent scientists emphasized person
al search and dedication as the
tory professor, and senior Phil the
passage of the code by the make it impossible to prosecute all
Muller, member of the Academic
world. In
in
faculty after the students enthusias worthwhile programs at the same most important today's
Board.
Honor
there have to be choices, the structural search, science can
tically presented it to them in time
Dr. Cropp initiated the discuschoices have to be made provide the goals, but the individ
and
these
1962. Choosing to cover the area
sion by addressing himself to
ual must determine and provide
of privileges more extensively than on the basis of value judgment."
what constitutes a violation of the
This choice evolves from the re- the values for himself, they said.
the first speaker, the history procode and to the area of privileges
Machine State
fessor warned against straining lationship of what can be done,
extended by the honor system.
While there is a timely worry
the honor system by subjecting (What are the worthwhile strugAccording to the Associate Dean,
the rapid growth of science
that
of
situations
students to extreme
there are inconsistencies in the
will reduce, man to a cog in a
temptation, especially of individual
BOOKSTORE MEETING
present Constitution of the Aca- make-umachine, "what is certain, howexams. Walcott praised
President Lowry' s meeting
demic Honor Code and in actions
obliis that human society started
the Code, saying that, "The
with students and faculty to ever, machine-likby the Academic Board. As the
e
in a
state and was
gatory standards improve the atobtain ideas on how to imconstitution now stands, there are
released
whole
progressively
from it by
of
as
the
a
mosphere
campus
prove the College bookstore
only two concrete areas in which
the blessings of science, said Marand improve relations between stuwill be Monday afternoon at
the Board can legitimately take
genau.
dents and faculty."
4:15. The session will be conaction. These pertain to the genHe added that even though as a
Phil Muller suggested that the ducted in the Andrews Library
eral areas of plagarism and cheat
of power science has in- Code could cover all areas of acaLecture Room. Anyone with source
ing on exams
creased mans capacity lor good
Dr. Cropp asserted that the Code demic honesty by merely stating ideas on the subject should and evil, it leaves him without
is usually stretched to cover aca- that the student be honest in all attend.
moral guidance; more than ever
raised
demic dishonesty in general, but academic matters. He also
the gles?), and what must be done, before the scientist needs the huthat present provisions do not de- the question of whether or not
manist to find significance.
should rely on the
fine possession of a final exam honor system
(Realizing we cannot do everyMargenau presented four levels
He stressed
thing at once, where do we start?) of significance: Semantic, Scienprior to the test as a violation. The student report system.
that the
use of one source and then the the affirmative, saying
"It must be kept in mind also tific, Moral and Personal Dedicaand
deceptive citing of a more exten- student is merely a witness
that the environments to be cre- tion. The first three are group
sive bibliography is also not de- obligated to employ the
ated will determine not only the endeavors while the last, which is
system
agreement. This
fined as a violation.
kind of conditions under which emphasized, is individual.
also is an
As for privileges. Dr. Cropp dis- facilitates action and
men will live, but even more imSacrificial Life
clearing
effective
up
in
measure
some
been
had
there
closed that
portantly the kind of persons they
Faced by man's inescapable affaculty discussion on the topic of unintentional misunderstandings.
and their descendants will beflictions,
anxiety of possible
To the question of the adequacy come."
allowing students to take final exand a fear of evil in the
ams any time they wished during of the present judicial system, MulThe influence of the enof original sin, the inconcept
aimed
at
suggestion
the allotted exam period. Stressing ler made a
is strongest in the young
vironment
the point that his statements repre- eliminating unintentional bias on and formative years and probably dividual responds by making his
sented personal opinion, Dr. Cropp the part of the Board and the irreversible after that," said the life a sacrifice to whatever he has
chosen to be his highest goals
said that he was in agreement Chairman. He suggested that a biologist.
through religious faith in immorwith the general consensus of other sixth member be added to the
Potential
Genius
tality, or a selfless dedication of
would
of
who
take
precare
faculty members, and stated that, board
Each
has
a potential life to an idea, or through an asperson
"this would not be good because trial matters and would not possess
it is not in accord with the real discussion or voting rights during genius, according to Dubos, if but sertion of personal significance.
Nobel prize winner Calvin" inworld' aspect of deadlines." He the trial. Thus, the rights of the the right 10 to 15 percent of his
continued to say that within the accused would be better protected genes are influenced by his en- dicated throughout his presentapresent structure of final exam because the other members of the vironment. Thus, we should feel tion that the pursuit of significance
scheduling, deadlines afford the board and the Chairman would responsible to provide as diversi- had to be a very personal search
student a more realistic situation. only be subjected to the evidence fied an environment as possible in through one's life for the goals
Dr. Walcott proceeded to act being presented at the trial, the the future. Anticipation of the fu- and values which have guided your
ture is important in planning the life so far.
more in the capacity of a his- - only legally pertinent evidence.

Muller Suggests Code Change
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During Forum 'Honor' Review
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members met with the personnel deans and College business

manager Arthur Palmer

Tues-

day afternoon to continue their
Dr. Lowry listed three goals for
review of the Food
Wooster. First, he stated that he Service situation and for the secwished the College to be "an ond straight week reached a basic
honest to goodness church-relateagreement on minor reforms.
college that means it." Secondly,
The changes have been recomhe affirmed his desire to maintain
mended by SSC, although not all
Wooster as "unmistakably" a libof them were included in the
eral arts college. Finally, the Presie
lengthy
report the comdent led into a main point by
mittee issued last November.
stating Wooster's desire to treat
Dean of Men Ralph Young also
each person "as a significant hutold the group that the personnel
man being."
deans have recommended changes
He called upon members of the
to the President and to the AcaCollege community who have not
demic Deans which have been probeen treated as such and who
posed by the SSC, although he
have sought to straighten matters
added that a recommendation does
out on their own to report the
not guarantee eventual approval.
fact to him personally. "This is
At least two of the changes called
still a small enough place . . .
for by the students would require
that we can treat one another from
favorable action by the Board of
day to day with full human conTrustees.
sideration," the President said.
Mr. Palmer discussed at some
Dr. Lowry's final point con- length Tuesday the study now becerned the College bookstore. He ing conducted to determine whethannounced that he has already er efficiency would be raised by
gone to the Trustees and gained granting an hourly wage rate for
their approval to plan a "better all student employees of the Colbookstore" at once and not wait lege, rather than the flat "piece
until the Union is opened.
work" plan many workers labor
under at present.
Food Service's employee handbook also came up for discussion.
The booklet, given to all workers
of the organization, sets forth pro(Excerpts from Mon. Address)
cedures to be followed by Food
"By the very nature of my job Service help. Committee members
I hear the voices from all sides and present praised the booklet in genall the contending points of view, eral but still called for the deletion
and it may come as some surprise of one section dealing with perto students who perhaps think of sonal appearance. SSC members
themselves as galley slaves locked felt that many students thought a
to the oars of the towering barge blanket statement such as "All
of higher education to realize that employees are expected to be neat
I am frequendy and utterly taken and clean on the job" should reapart perhaps I could more po- place the battery of detailed
litely say berated because 'the grooming dictates in the booklet.
students are running the College
Mr. Palmer also called on stuand have taken it all over.' . . . dents, especially the SSC, to pre'Give them an inch and they will sent a list of topics which should
take a mile,' the charge always be included in the brochure being
runs, and is not without some planned for distribution to all
truth. Because this kind of charge Food Service customers. Deadline
will certainly be made when I am for suggestions is March 10.
through this morning, I want you
The business manager also reto listen carefully
to the pre- vealed that Compton dining hall
amble part.
will not open this spring but
"First, a little reminder on the should be in operation sometime
structure of the place . . . We are during the summer. He also agreed
dealing here with people and there to try an experimental program
is a built in messiness about it. of "slow tables" in Kenarden to
There has to be. Anybody who accommodate diners who wish to
thinks otherwise is just naive. Even take a few extra minutes at the
so, we have a kind of structure; evening meal.
the Dean, with his Associate Dean,
Apparent evidence of a double
constitutes the educational leader- standard employed by Food Sership with the faculty of the Col; vice when deciding which groups
lege. The Dean is responsible for should have box lunches when gothe faculty, for the curriculum, ing on outings was also discussed
for the total educational health of at the meeting. Some student
the institution
groups have had considerable dif"The personnel deans are con- ficulty in obtaining free box
cerned with all aspects of student lunches, while other, sometimes
areas. Because they are the people smaller groups have had no
on the campus who have to say trouble. Mr. Palmer promised to
(Continued on Page 4)
look into the matter.
point-by-poi-
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ARFEP, Americans for the Reappraisal of Far Eastern Policy,
has elected permanent officers for the coming year. They include:
Jim Young, president; Steve Sokolf,
Martha Mock,
secretary-treasureand Barbara Wik, Phil Brown, and Farns Loben-steiexecutive committee. Plans for this semester's program include
Mr. James T. Laney's visit to campus this Sunday and
Monday, and sponsoring an American University professor March 17.
vice-presiden-

r;

t;

n,

co-sponsori- ng

There will be an opening reception Sunday from 3:00 to 5:00
the
Art Center for an exhibition of oil paintings by Bruce Beesley
at
and Jeanne Lamphere Beesley. The exhibit will run through March 20.
The German Department announces that Dr. Guy Stern, Chairman of the Department of Germanics at the University of Gncinnati,
and member of the Goethe Institute of Munich, will be the first lecturer in a new series of Telephone transmissions to be brought to
campus. The tihe is 8:15 on March 2 in the Library Lecture Room.
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'The Emperor7 Opens
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by Ross Morgan

Luigi Pirandello's The Emperor seems an unqualified
masterpiece of modern dramatic technique. It is a work with
many inherent powers. mi
Ihrough its forceful dialogue it exerts
wealth
of imagery, and reality. It has the power to make
a
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an audience intelligent and allknowing at one moment;
and
stupified the next It shocks us
without warning with unexpected
revelations of plot. It challenges
the observer, and entertains him.
This production, quite simply,
does not give us the continuity of
dramatic presentation necessary to
pierce the "fourth wall" of even
Scott Auditorium. What the production lacked in pace,' flow, and
unity it did not make up (with
two exceptions) in individual performances.
The moments when we were
moved, when we experienced a
genuine dramatic illusion, were
isolated from one another to an
almost tiring degree. From the
supporting cast came no real sense
of ensemble.
The Countess Matilda, a worn-ou- t
society harlot and "Beatrice"
to the younger Henry, is
by Marilyn Stains. Practically every aspect of this characterization is believable. Miss Stains
exhibits considerable taste in conveying the impression of a socially
respectable mistress. She conveys
this sense of taste in moving from
sweet reflections of feminine
t,
charm,
to her
vulgar exchanges with her Baron-love-

and SANDI WEAVER in a scene from "The
Emperor", which opened yesterday evening at Scott Auditorium. The Little Theatre production continues with performRUSS BADGER

ances tonight and tomorrow night.

Aid For

S.

I.

From the University of Texas comes word of a unique
program for financing independent student research projects
which individual students could not otherwise afford. The
plan, paid for by the University but administered by graduate
students, provides for ten $100 grants to needy undergraduate
students who wish to conduct approved independent projects.
Texas' Chancellor Harry J. Ransom, after working out the
program with student leaders, made $1,000 available this
year to the student government to implement the novel idea.
The southern university is already reaping the rewards
of its plan. One law student used his $100 to buy and process
film for a movie he was writing and producing himself. Another political-sciencmajor received the money as travel
e

expenses to interview members of the John Birch Society for
an analysis he is preparing of right-win- g
groups.
Student governments on all college campuses are taking
an increasing interest in plans which enable students, with
administration aid, to help other students. This entire concept does not negate the
social aspects of student
government; instead, it enhances necessary allocations for
Saturday night dances, et al by permitting student government to take on a fuller meaning.
We're not surprised that Jim McHenry has lifted the
Texas program and sought to bring it to Wooster, a school
which by virtue of its existing Independent Study program
acknowledges the value of projects the southern university
considers unique. We approve of the' idea of the SGA and
the College administration joining to create a fund of $500
or $1,000 to administer grants to students who need financial
assistance in pursuing their I.S. projects.
One valid case in point centers on Ed Hershberger, an
English major who wishes to produce an 8 mm film for his
I.S. project. The film would incorporate his knowledge of
photographic techniques and his interest in short stories by
putting one of Hershberger's own stories to film. The project
has already been approved by his advisor and the department,
but now awaits some necessary financial aid. Undoubtedly
there are many similar cases on this campus.
We realize this is a controversial plan of McHenry's.
Skeptical students may honestly ask, "Why should our activity
money go to help finance an academic project?" This is a
question which can be legitimately raised and which must be
fully answered by the SGA Cabinet before one penny of
money is spent on I.S. financing. Once
these answers have been provided, however, we think this
idea, which provides such really tangible grounds for cooperation between Galpin and the SGA, deserves a trial run.
time-honore-

d

student-a-

dministration

The Lowry Speech

well-portray-

ed

twenty-years-los-

r.

Russ Badger's performance

as
Henry exhibits a maturity of style
unequalled this season. At times
we see a highly subdued interpretation. Then lines are delivered
with force that would seem melodramatic without the actor's considerable skill. There are times
when the aspects of regality, madness, and sanity, all inherent in
the character of Henry are not
clearly deliniated. The overall effect of this portrayal is powerful
enough to present a realistic,
moving, and extremely mature
characterization.
The performances of Miss Stains
and Russ Badger, excellent as they
may be, are not enough to classify
this production as outstanding.

Vol. II, No.

The fault must rest with Mr. Soli-daHis staging proved to be the
most dramatically pleasing and
aesthetically balanced work seen
in the past two seasons. But his
failure to produce a more than
adequate supporting cast, and the
absence of unity, have taken a
decisive toll.
y.

Pierced Politics

Temper Of The King
by John Pierson
The posture of the Johnson Administration on Vietnam is slouching. Mr. Dean Rusk,
precisely one week ago before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, explained the Administration's case as intelligently as it can be explained. It did not come out well at all.
What was patently wrong was not so much policy error by the Administration, but its
.

i

philistine attitude towards the war.
it is tnis attitude wnich is so
frightening to a decent majority
on the foreign Relations Committee.

Very disturbing was Mr. Rusk's
constant harping on what I call
the Munich complex. As I sat and
watched the pro
ceed l n e s the
Secretary refer-re- d
repeatedly
to the enorm
ous similarities"
b e tween Viet
nam and the

fir

Hitler

a

ag-

gressions.
To
assert that there
are such close
Pierson
parallels to the
case of the crazed racist borders
on historical falsehood.

X
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H. Harvey Tilden

"Should I be asked for a physical description of Sartrean existential nausea, I should imagine myself swimming submerged in an
endless sea of buttermilk, gagging on undissolved lumps of Oval-tine.- "
special from Tailes horn the
T&J, Vol. I
So I was sitting there quietly. The door slammed not

'

obtrusively, but nevertheless, a slam. There was a pause,
not pregnant, but nevertheless, a pause, due probably to the
misconception that sitting quietly is synonymous with think- inx aeepiy. oay, tne newcomer
finally said, "What did ever hap- literary allusions?" He was cleanpen to The New Humanism, any- ing his ear again.
"You know, you've got a real
way?"

"You mean, 'Old Christianity symbolic thumb?"
"Huh?"
in Fluent Cliche?' "
I realized that abstractions were
President Lowry's announcement Monday that he has "What's in a name?"
useless, so I decided to return to
"Well, what's a cliche?"
gone to the Board of Trustees for immediate improvements
his
suggested topic.
"I dunno,
in ihe bookstore is welcome news, as, of course, are the re"Well, modern science may not
takes, one to
ports of Trustee consideration soon of proposals to improve know
be
able to stop a war, but they sure
one."
Food Service. The VOICE takes this opportunity to thank
as hell can figure out how to open
"O. K. You're
a beer can."
the Trustees for their bookstore action the details of which profound, w h y
"Huh?" (My friend had a short
will hopefully be announced shortly and urges them to con- don't you write
attention span.) He yawned, not
sider this Food Service situation closely. The time has come the article?"
loudly, but nevertheless, a yawn.
There was a
to take some major strides toward eliminating food as an
Clearing his throat thoughtfully,
moment of siannual Donnybrook on this campus.
he said, "I, uh, I missed your arlence, not
ticle last week. How come you
Mr. Lowry had a message last Monday which went far
but
didn't have one?"
beyond matters of food or books, however. Listening to some
Ti,den
"Well," I said (even as I reaof the comments going around, his speech was greatly mis- silence. The
lized
that I begin too many senunderstood. Part: of the blame for this must be placed on newcomer cleaned his ear with his tences that way), "I was going to
thumb and looked like he was
some seemingly unfortunate terminology (e.g. "knitting"). thinking hard. What the hell would submit two columns of blank space,
Students might do well to'read the excerpts of the speech Holden Caulfield say about that. but I decided not to."
He looked confused. "Is that
in tonight's edition of the VOICE. A perusual might change Finally he said, "I dunno, I don't
supposed
to be subde?" He looked
your opinion of the now-famospeech. As with all matters, think articles really do any good." more confused. "I don't get it."
"Christ," I thought to myself,
letters are welcome, whether you agree or disagree.
"That's why I didn't submit it."
Porter should get a hold
"Jimmy
"
'
"Huh?"
S.A.
of this guy," but I didn't answer,
What do you say to somebody
hoping he might say something
like that? Turning on him inelse. He did.
"You know those beer cans with tently, I said, "Tell me, do you
Published weekly by the students of The College of Wooster during the
pulls? Hell, those new like buttermilk?" He looked stunschool year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the the ring-taaluminum
student and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
tops are so soft you can ned. "What? Well, no, or, I dunno.
put your thumb right through I never really tried it 'cause I
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all
them." What do you say to some- didn't ever like the way it looked."
to the VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
"That says more than you
Member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second body like that? Not to be left
class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
speechless, I said, "You know, know," I said, returning to sitting
you're a prince, Ackly kid, a real quietly. He sat for a minute, then
STEPHEN AVAKIAN,
prince."
got up. The door slammed, loudly,
RON WIRICK
Associate Editors
DON KENNEDY
"Is that another one of your but, nevertheless ineffectually.
em-barrase- d,

us

Y"

treaties (as they have done some
bouncing). All of this in face of
the fact that they could now win
an election hands down.

of most of the Red Chinese specialists in the State Department, to
know where advice was coming
from. Rusk answered that a new
crop of experts had been raised,
especially on the university level.
Pell asked if the Administration
was using these university experts.
Rusk had to say no. Pell then recalled for the Secretary that it was
precisely a lack of Red Chinese

The Administration founders on
precisely what George Kennan
warned this student body about: a
refusal to distinguish among types
of Communists. To maintain Ho
Chi Minh is an agent of Peking
is fantasy (although Administra
tion attitude could push him there
yet) . This fact is also clear regardless of whether Ho wins, loses,
or stalemates in Vietnam if other
Communist cells in other countries
of Southeast Asia believe they can
take over, they will try.
Another point Rusk made was
enough to make the blood run cold
in any political scientist. He
scorned the ideas of spheres of
influence. Sphere of influence is
an
term but it has considerable import for international
affairs. Essentially, it strongly implies that within certain territory
the vital interest and prestige of
the dominating power is likely to
be at stake when a crisis occurs
within that area. The term is not
as applicable as it was in the 19th
century, but it still pertains to
times of crises in the nuclear age
when one power must back down.

experts that caused the gross
of the Korean situation.
mis-judgme-

LBJ

Maltreats Opposition

Ful-brigh-

Ridiculous Theory
Rusk himself invoked the principle when the United States
moved into the Dominican Repub
lic. How ridiculous would it have
been for the Soviet Union to move
the world toward catastrophe over
that worthless island, even though
they could have employed a domino theory too? After all. the
United States could move into
Chile next, since that country just
might elect a Ked one of these
years. Rusk said as much, that the
United States can move into a
country in its own hemisphere but
Red China better not move into
any of hers.
The Administration must be
awfully cocksure that China will
not move in. How can this be?
Claibourne Pell, a young Senator
lrom Khode Island, asked Rusk
about Administration experts on
Red China. He was curious, since
McCarthy succeeded in getting rid

At Hawaii, before signing that
great Declaration of Honolulu
which is supposed to transform
the horrible domestic plight of the
Vietnamese peasant, he threw
George Kennan, Fulbright, and
many other brilliant analysts and
scholars into one ball of so much
garbage when he issued this
shabby statement about his critics:
"They belong to a group that has
always been blind to experience
and deaf to hope." Lyndon Johnson appears to be vindictive, insensitive, and arrogant. To the extent that he truly is, this is no way
to run a democracy.
The Administration wants to
limit the war but can promise no
limits. In three vears wp rmiM
find the war limitless and hopeless:
the country then will be full of
despair.
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Underlying the whole proceedings, though only alluded to once
or twice, is the attitude of President Johnson. His treatment of the
opposition which can hardly be
called an opposition since they are
just trying to get a clearer picture
of a dirty war has been disgraceful. The Chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee, Senator
t,
a Rhodes Scholar and a
match for Rusk's intelligence, has
been proscribed from all official or
unofficial consultations. This is not
right. When Senator Mansfield, the
majority leader of great loyalty
who has guided through the Senate many a Johnson program,
urged the President not to resume
bombing just yet, Johnson's face
was "as frozen as concrete." The
President later told an aide he had
no use for Mansfield's thoughts.
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ill-defin-

The men of Ho Chi Minh, most
of them indigenous, have been
fighting for 20 years. They have
fought against a tyrannous French
colonialist rule, they have fought
against a ruthless United States
stooge, Diem, they have been
bounced around i n two peace
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When the results of the drawings for the OAC toumey came out
last Sunday the general student reaction seemed to be moans and
groans, and puzzlement that the Scots should have to face the tough
B-team on Thursday, while lowly Heidelberg, with a conference
record of only 4-sat high and dry with a bye. If the Scots were
to make it to the conference finals they had to defeat three of the
finest teams in the OAC B-Mount Union, and Akron. Many students questioned Coach Al Van Wie's decision.
Since I had the good fortune to attend the northern division
drawings at Akron U last Sunday, I will try to explain just what
SCOT INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY SWIMMER Gary Tyack takes
a turn
went on there. The rules state that the top two teams are to be
in the Severance "Tub" against
Wednesday. Despite
seeded, one in the top and one in the bottom bracket. Since
first place finishes by Mike West in the 200-ya- rd
backstroke,
Mount and Akron were tied for first place with 11-- 2 records, a
Vandy Van Deusen in the 100 freestyle, Bob Castle in the IM,
coin was flipped to decide who would get first choice. Mount
and Ted Ball in the 50 freestyle, the Black and Gold went
coach Terry Parsons won the toss, and elected to take the top
down to a 45-3- 5 defeat at the hands of the Yellow Jackets.
bracket. This put Akron in the bottom bracket, which is usually
the roughest spot in the tourney. Because there are only three
teams in that bracket, the winner of Thursday's game must play
the next night against the team which drew the bye, usually
the toughest unseeded team in the division. This team is also
well rested, and has practiced against the seeded team's pattern's
all week. All in all, it is usually a tough spot to be in. However,
it didn't work out that way this year, as all the other northern
Fresh from a 26-1- 1
victory over Oberlin last Saturday,
division coaches were rather hesitant to play the Zips and prudently avoided getting any closer to them than was necessary. wooster s grapplers came out on the bottom against Hiram
To put it positively, they felt their chances would be better in the on Wednesday with a disappointing 26-- 5
score.
W

9,

W,

B-- W

Matmen Mangle Yeomen,
Yield To Terrier Attack

top bracket.

Thus, when Mount won the toss, it was all over. Coach Van Wie,
who was entitled to the next choice on the basis of his 10-record,
deciced to pass up the bye, in Akron's bracket, and took position three,
in Mount Union's bracket. Had Akron won the toss and gone into the
first spot, Van Wie would almost certainly have jumped into the bye,
and the Scots could have been fresh and ready for an attack on the
Purple Raiders on Friday night. And this is where a real question
can be raised. Would it have been better for the Scots to take the
bye anyway and come up against Akron Friday night after a week
of preparation for them? Akron would have had a game the night
before, and would not have been as ready for the Scots as we were
for..them.
After Wooster had set the "Avoid Akron" keynote for the
day,
made the same decision, and also left the bye untouched to go against the Scots, even though Wooster had
defeated them just two weeks earlier, 97-9-0.
Oberlin coach Julian
Smith had the next choice, and showed how much he wanted to
stay away from the Zips by also passing the bye and going
against the
Mount Union instead. This filled the top
bracket with four of the five top teams in the division, and. left
s,
Akron to do battle with the division
Hiram and
Heidelberg. Heidelberg had one less loss than did the Terriers,
and promptly grabbed the bye, leaving Hiram no choice but to
face the fearsome Zips. Akron coach Tony Laterza strolled happily around the room puffing on a big cigar, while visions of
another OAC championship danced merrily through his head.
Which just goes to show you that records don't mean too much
although Akron and Mount had equal records, it would be hard
to find someone who considered the teams anywhere near equal.
4

B-- W

Captain Phil Cotterman and John Ekberg got the only

scores cotterman. DacK to
ocoi scores,
177, drew with Greer Haase.
in
his last Severance appearance and
Lkberg ( 145 ) downed replacement
.
Dave Llliott,
I here were two
close matches Mo Rajabi's (137)
loss to Dick Stiehler and
Dwight Dunn's
win over Jeff
Nye (167). Hiram's Glenn Patter
son and Lance Liotta blanked War
ren Welch (123)
and Rich Hil- 4-ter 130
Don Black 152
fell 2 to Jim Shelby and Jim
curbaugh beat bcot Bill Hufford
.
Among the heavies, Jim
Hanna (191) lost 10-- 0 to Keith
Goodell and Roy Voss fell to Frank
brubelnik 4-1--

10-5-

5--

3

6-- 2

5--

0

0.

6--

11-4-

0
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Three Scot Cagers

la

Gain OAC Honors
Tim Jordan, Wooster's
center, has been named to the
first team of the
Basketball squad announced yes
6-- 4

All-OA-

C

terday by the coaches of the 15- team league. Jordan, a junior from
Mansfield, is the Scots' leading
. .
scorer with a 15.9 average.
Otterbein center Don Carlos was
a unanimous selection to the team.
while Akron placed two players,
center Bill Turner and forward
Don Williams, on the elite souad.
Rounding out the top five was
guard Dick bowar of Marietta.
Sowar was the only guard on the
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Order Centennial
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Ball

Corsages
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Noon on Tuesday and Thursday
March

1

by Pete Jenks
The Scots, who at one point owned a 12-- record, ended
the 1965-6season on a discouraging note, dropping their
last three games to Earlham, 73-6Denison, 70-6and
their
OAC tournament game to Baldwin-Wallacoi-io nnisn wiin a record oil
Big Red found an open man at the
15-Last night Wooster journeyed to head of the key again and again
2

6

5;

first-roun-

4;

d

e,

u

8.

Akron's Memorial Hall to meet
the Yellow Jackets of Baldwin
Wallace. The Scots, leading at half
time, were out to prove that the
Black and Gold's over-tim- e
victory
against B-during the regular
season was not a fluke. The first
period was marked bv excellent
defensive efforts on the part of
both teams, with Bill Grihhh
turning in an exceptional per
formance for the Scots.
The hot shooting of Tim Jordan.
cuddy Hams, and Gnbble gave
Woo a
lead at one srjot
and for a while it looked as if the
Yellow Jackets' Tuesday night victory over Capital had taken the
W

10-poi-

and Denison opened up a 20-- 8 lead
before Wooster switched back to
its familiar
The incredibly accurate shooting
of Denison's Sam Pratt, "Major"
Johnson and "Colonel" Johnson
can be seen in the team's half time
field goal percentage of 53 percent. Next to this, the anemic out
man-to-ma-

Northern Division
Oberlin 93, Mt. Union 70
81, Wooster 69
Akron 114, Hiram 63
Southern Division
Wittenberg 65, Kenyon 60
Denison 63, Muskingum 55
Otterbein 80, Capital 43
Marietta 88, OWU 74

nt

B--

edge off their game.
The second half was a repeat of

the earlier

Wooster-B--

game, as

W

the Yellow Jackets steadily cut
down the Scots' lead and went

ahead about
s
of the way
through the period. Again, as it
has all year, a full court press
applied intermittandy and skillfully throughout the half slowed
Wooster to a standstill.
For the Scots, Buddy Harris
turned in a superb effort as he
scored LI points and pulled down
lo rebounds to lead both teams.
Last Friday night the Scots
traveled to Richmond. Ind.. where
they met a tough Earlham five and
two whistle-happreferees. Foul
trouble and an incredible second
half performance by Earlham's
Mike Martin spelled doom for the
Black and Gold to the tune of
M

y

73-6-

5.

Wooster led 33-2at halftime.
but Earlham began to cut the dif
ference as Buddy Harris and
George Baker picked up their
fourth foufs early in the second
half. Led by Martin's
out
put in this half, the home team
went ahead at about the mid-poiof the period and never gave up
6

21-poi- nt

nt

n.

THURSDAY'S
TOURNEY RESULTS

W

SECOND ROUND
GAMES TONIGHT

two-third-

Against Oberlin last Saturday,
the Scots racked up three pins on
victory,
the wav to their 26-1- 1
Two came from the team's only
seniors, Warren Welch and captain Phil Cotterman. Welch (123)
flattened Oberlin s Larry Yee after
b minutes 43 seconds and Cotts
(191) was all over Finley Rudd
betore the unsuspecting Yeoman
This brings out another interesting point about the OAC. For knew what was happening, as the
the first time in many years the power has shifted completely to the pin was scored at 2:45 in the I
north, bone are the days of the domination of the southern division first period.
and one team races between Wittenberg and themselves. There are
Freshman John Ekberg; (145)
four teams in the northern division each of which could conceivably
scored the third fall to take his
win the southern division tourney: Woo, Akron,, Mount and B-However, let us hope that the power shift is not just a shifting of the fourth pin in six matches. Ekberg,
crown ot dominance from Wittenberg to Akron. But then, who knows? who hasn't lost since the first meet,
1
.
downed Larry Piper in the second
Akron might not be in the OAC much longer.
period (4:45) after a scoreless
first stanza. Don Black (152)
New football coach Jack Lengyel is already hard at work, boosted his record to 6-- with an
as evidenced by the announcement, this week that Keith Gross, 11-- decision over Jack Albert,
Tim Jordan
all-ciquarterback from Akron, will attend Wooster next fall. and Mo Rajabi (137) got another
Gross, described as a "thinking man's quarterback," picked up Wooster tally in a
first team, as the mentors ceared
1,700 yards last year at Akron Kenmore High.
ballots to the best Dlavers.
their
bout against Bob Hoffman
regardless of position.
that ended up 24-1Second team honors went to
At 160, Bill Hufford pulled out guards Chick Campbell and Ron
a 43 decision on a scant .3 second Hoyt of Mount Union, John Dun-lo- p
of Kenyon, Ken Mackovic of
difference in riding time. In other
y
'
matches, Rich Heifer (130) fought Akron and Jim Warstler of Hiram,
Uberlins
John bhapiro to a draw and center John Kahle of Heidel
FROM CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
and Roy Voss (UNL) lost 6-- to berg. Scot guard Bill Gribble and
Tom Iken. The Scots' Teff Nve forward Buddy Harris were awardLIMBIRD
faced Oberlin captain Steve Wine- - ed honorable mention, along with
berg and was downed in a well OWU'S Jeff Buckalew, Bob "Major" Johnson of Denison, Jack
fought
match, while Jim HanAT
Marks of Marietta, Terv Parmelee
na, pinch-hittin- g
for Al Leggett at o fKenyon, Tim
Pond of Otterbein,
177, was overcome by Stu Ed Dick Scott, B-and Gary Wal
LOWER KENARDEN
wards, 11-ters, Capital.
cellar-dweller-

Loss 'To. B-- W

At Akron
Oberlin vs.
(7 p.m.)
Akron vs. Heidelberg (9)
At Denison
Wittenberg vs. Denison
At Capital
Otterbein vs. Marietta
Northern Division Final
morrow (8:15) at Akron
B-- W

to-

U.

Championship game Tuesday
(8:15) at Akron.
put of 29 percent from the field by
Wooster would seem to indicate
a larger margin than the actual
half-tim- e
score, which favored the
The Scots, who
visitors 36-2normally control the boards han- dily, were hard pressed by Deni-son'- s
6-big men, George Barber
and Bill Druckemiller, who combined for 23 rebounds.
The beginning of the second half
seemed to be more of the same as
Denison spread its lead to 17 points
at 13:02, 53-3But the Scots never
gave up as they batded back to tie
the score with a little over two
minutes remaining. At one point
in the rally Wooster scored 10
points in a row, with six of these
coming from the hands of Luke
5.

7

6.

the lead.
The Scots rallied, with Bill Grib- ble turning in a fine effort, but
Wooster s aggressive defense excited the whistles of the men in Hoffa.
stripes to such a degree that Earl
During most of this rally Deniham was able to stifle the rally bv son was plagued by the fact that
sinking 10 free throws in the final three of the five players had four
three minutes. Statistically, the fouls. However, reminiscent of the
Scots had only a slight lead in re- Earlham game the
night before,
bounding, with Harris sitting out four fouls in the last two
minutes
much of the second half, and out- - by the desperate Scots
ended the
scored Earlham from the field.
rally, as Denison scored five points
Bringing to a discouraging end in a row before the buzzer.
an otherwise extremely successful
None of the starters seemed to
regular season, the Scots lost to be playing up to par with the exDenison last Saturday in the finale. ception of Luke Hoffa
who turned
70-6after the J.V.'s had cut the in his best performance of the
Big Red down to size, 65-4In year leading the team with 14
he varsity game it was a story of points and pulling down
11 reoo little too late as Denison led bounds. Tim
Jordan dropped in
rom the opening minutes to the 7 of 8 from the line but
was
end, with the exception of a late bothered by the two
big men unsecond half rally when Woo tied derneath. George Baker
was die
the score at 62-6only man to hit for over 40 neiront
The Scots, who boast the lead from the field. Playing
their last
ing defense in the OAC, surprised game on the Severance court, Bill
the Severance crowd with a
Gribble and Buddy Harris conzone defense against the Denison tributed 13 and 9 points and 10
army '. The sharp passes of the and 9 rebounds respectively.
4,

8.
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New Arrivals
from

Peter Pauper Press

IF YOU ARE NOT BRINGING

YOUR PRESCRIPTION

L'AMOUR

Epigrams and Witticisms on Love

to CRUM WALGREEN DRUGS

LOVE AND MARRIAGE

You're Paying Too Much!

THE NEWEST

jimls - - for now and the

Snappy

on-comi-

season

ng

One and Two Piece Styles

COTTONS, RAYONS

and WOOLS

FRENCH WIT AND WISDOM

Priced $25.00 up

and
Women

"

mmmmu
,fl"a",jl
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COMIC EPITAPHS
From the Very Best Old Graveyards

Fre
.

The College Bookstore

Tbo Boulah Dcclifol Shop, Inc.
FASHIONS OF DISTINCTION
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WOOSTER

letters To Tho Editor
So Distant

To the Editor:
I was saddened by what the
President told the student body in
Chapel, Monday last. I could have
misinterpreted his thoughts and I
have to rely on what I generally
concluded from the confusing mixture of apology and reproof.
Frankly, though I know he made
reference to student contributions,
he seemed to relegate the student
completely to his books. The reference to Vietnam was cryptic; does
he or does he not want us to worry
about that cellar of death? And
"tending to one's own knitting"
can have horrible connotation.
Never have I felt so distant from
my College Administration. They
were up there, granite faced, and
I could no more talk to them than
I can to Lyndon Johnson. I have
always maintained that if students
around here did not agree with
the rules of this college they should
move on. I still believe in those
rules they are integral to an excellent education. But the Administration breathes a changed attitude
about college problems, one that I
do not believe existed when I entered this school four wonderful,
edifying years ago. Perhaps then,
come this June, it will be time for
me to move on.

John Pierson

5J
UNIQUE COOKERY
SINCE

132 S. Buclceyo
WOOSTER, OHIO
IIO

!

.

1925"

U

Continuous Service from
til 10, p.m. (except Wed.)

7:30 a.m.

For Reservations

Phone

263-478- 6

:
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class cut fines and money appro-

priation.

FAR EAST EXPERT

James

T.

Laney will deliver the sermon
this Sunday in Westminster
and be oh campus for two
days. (Story on page one)

The Exchange Desk

Dance The Alligator?
by Susan Stranahan

The Acadia University
(Nova Scotia) newspaper has
stirred up some hot water
over a proposed sideline they
ventured into.

Legislators rejected the Vacation Class Cut Committee's
recommendations, including a suggested penalty of double-cu- t
rather
than the present $10 fine. Having
been warned by Dean Drushal that
a "Pandora's Box" had been
opened concerning the entire class
cut program, the SGA felt that a
more realistic and persuasive statement would have greater influence
with the Faculty. A new motion
was passed recommending that the
$10 fine be abolished in favor of
a penalty determined by the department.
Jim McHenry presented the idea
of a more effective IS Fund, using
the University of Texas' $1,000
Fund, supported jointly by student
and College contribution, as an
example. An increased amount of
available money would enable students to expand the range and
creativity of IS projects. Jim cited
a Wooster student's plan to produce a short movie abandoned
because of insufficient funds as
the sort of work encouraged under
the suggested IS Fund.

The paper had calendars
printed displaying pictures of
coeds from the school. The Head
Provost (dean) of the school
scuttled the idea, declaring the picBrynelson Reports Priorities
tures were obscene, showing girls
in bathing suits, nightgowns and
Wade Brynelson reported from
school sweatshirts.
the MAB that the probability of
sections moving into new dorms
this year is very slight. ApproxiAt the University of Cincinnati mately 40 to 50 men will live off
1
a new dance craze has become campus next year. Priority will be
popular with a number of the stu- given to Independents and men
dent body. Called the "Alligator," who have lived off campus for one
the motions involved include lying or two years.
on one's back on the floor, wiggling
Campus Affairs
arms and legs, bomeone then
Pete
Herndoh distributed copies of
screams "turn over," and everyone
doing the Alligator flips over and the second semester bGA social
Further publicity will
wriggles on his stomach for a schedule.
the
campus with two in
acquaint
while.
Girls, dis
the
novations:
Perhaps they are all "crocked."
playing Wooster talent, muscle and
hopefully no more; and Fun Nite.
planned by sections and Girls
Grilled hamburgers, tossed green Clubs
with the CAB.
salad and ice cream are the favor
The 78 questionnaires returned
ite lunch foods, at least on the
by
students prompted the plans
Oberlin campus, according to a
recent SAGA food preference poll discussed by Keith Geckeler of the
big JName Entertainment Commitconducted there.
tee. The committee is considering
Roast beef, french fries, corn
a rotating Big Name Entertainment
and ice cream sundae are ranked
schedule of alternating pod vocalist
as number one for dinner. Also diswith a group for Winter Carnival
covered in the survey is that steak
and folk group with a personality
is ranked as third favorite meat,
and baked haddock is the "most for Homecoming. A big name
band would appear annually for
hated culinary candidate."
Color Day. Keith mentioned the
The poll, dubbed a Gastronomi- possibility of a Midwest College
cal Gallup by students, revealed Group engaging
entertainers for
popularity of the assemble-it-your-selseveral schools in the area, thus
bacon, lettuce and tomato reducing the cost for each particisandwiches. Robert Copeland,
pating college.
SAGA director at Oberlin, claimed
Legislators agreed as Doug Eder
the popularity of this sandwich is
chiseled
the $908 unappropriated
that it appeals to the students because of the creative role the in- funds to a "cushion" of $343 for
in spring
dividual plays in making the sand- possible
activities. Some of the major
wich himself.
money designations were as fol-
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IS

NOW OPEN

Doily 10:30 a .m. 9 p.m.
Sundays 11:30 a .m. - 9 p.m.
Catering to
BANQUETS
PRIVATE PARTIES
FAMILY MEALS
FISH FRY FRIDAY EVE.

5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
99e
All You Can Eat!
Phone 262-78for Reservations
06

(Off Liberty St.)
Rear, 145V2 E. Liberty

WOOSTER
Helen Jeffrey
Owner , and Operator

Why Not Attend

the

an

A-Go--

Go

f,

over-expenditu-

re

lows:

$200 compensation for the
Another poll taken at Valparaiso
Trio Gate ($300 collected inUniversity
(Valparaiso, Ind.),
showed that 29 percent of the stu- stead of expected $500).
$100 additional support for
dent body has violated the honor
code in some way. Half of the Centennial Ball.
violations involved students who
$75 coffee hours.
saw cheating and failed to report
$25 Pep Band.
it.
$15 NSA operating expenses.

Mit-cKe- ll

University
OF

Hawaii
Summer Session

June 18 - July 30
$455.00
Including Air Fare from
West Coast and Hotel
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more man anypoay else their
t.
i
i
numanuy is oiten
ohscured.i But
goes with the iob and I think
they understand it. The service
.
.
1
J
. . . ana Mr. Tl
uepanmenis
raimer
as business manager . . . control
Duuamgs ana grounds, purchasing,
food service, dormitories, and an
example of overlapping which I
11
0
win give you ngnt on is one ot
our current conversational pieces,
an object in which we have and
should have real concerns. Take
the matter ot the argument over
Service. The personnel deans
have a natural interest in the din- ing halls, in students' welfare and
in the amenities that are to be
observed in those halls
Now. in this area, the business
manager has utter and complete
responsibility for what is possible
financially and there's the rub al- ways for what is possible gas- .
!
11..
I
iiuuuiiuuiui), aim wnai is more,
for the human give and take . .
with workers and diners alike.
Doing the Cooking
"In the recent review of the food
service the deans naturally had
concern and they rendered, believe
it or not, a real service . . . But
they were seemingly made to ap
pear responsible
it seemed to
me, to a degree that they are not.
At one point I even began to
imagine that the deans were actually doing the cooking
At
,j
any rate, in the strictly business
aspects of these matters for heav
en's sake spare the deans. There
was relatively little they could do
about those particular issues.
And now what I want to sav
to you this morning is that the
tood service matter is not closed,
this is not vague talk, and it is
not closed with the service depart
ments, with me, or with the board
to whom recommendations must
ultimately be cleared. Now if the
ultimate decisions and results in
this matter are not to your own
individual tastes, don't blame the
deans. Blame Mr. Palmer and me.
And Mr. Palmer's willing to take
it. Any college president takes it
automatically because as someone
said in his definition of what a
college president is, 'He is the recipient of the ultimate 'but.' ' And
that's kind of a double-edgepun
when you come to think about it.
The Place of Students
"As for the place of students and
their 'running', the College, this old
cliche, or their own wistfulness because they think they aren't running it, I want you to observe this
morning two or three helpful nice
distinctions that I hope will illustrate what I mean. Take the matter of the curriculum. Students
have no right whatsoever to vote
on the curriculum of a college, in
spite of the demagogues who tell
you that you have. You are candidates for degrees that may or may
not be conferred on you. Surely
you have enough pride in that
ultimate degree and the honor that
goes with it that you surely don't
want to be in the ignoble position
of setting the ground rules for
your own game. How ridiculous.
"And yet, by the same token,
once you've said that, any college
that doesn't listen attentively and
carefully to what students have to
say about the daily effect of their
education upon them is simply
stupider than it ought to be. In
I want to say that the
passing
work of our present students' Educational Policy Committee has been
some of the finest work some of us
have seen at this college
Wooster To Have a Framework
"Country-wid- e
there is an unpopularity with' all rules and requirements. You know that. Lest
somebody be misled this morning,
I want to reffirm the fact that I
personally hope and believe that
Wooster will have a framework. A
lot of people won't like it. This
framework will be examined, disputed, people are free to do that.
We are not. a permissive place in
the wav that certain colleges.
J
whose names I will give you if
you want to go there, are. And if
you think they have no worries,
you'd better stop reading what
they print in public and, listen to
what they say behind the doors.
"Any college has its worries . . .
The real world is full of requirements, and the older you grow the
more requirements there are . . .
It always amuses me, really, when
i

The SGA Legislature . continued debate Sunday on several issues, reaching more
defined positions on vacation

co-chairm-

STARK'S
RESTAURANT
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Lowry Reviews Campus Topics
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got certain rules. This means you
.
.
.
don t trust us. Ha! You can cir-thi-s
cumvpnt anv m1
V
Yn
know that very well. And there has
1
to be an ultimate trust built into

....

.

.

.

.

college has a better bookstore than
.it has, and 1 accept the lull blame.
I have been so busy trying
1

m

i

...
to work out a student union

that

will have a decent bookstore . . .
that I have made the human misthe situation. I think you ought take of not paying enough attento be good sports enough not to tion to the one we've got.
cry when you get caught.
"Where I failed was

1

"The important decisions of life
are very, very much still in
individual hands.
If you be1
lieve that the enforcement of this,
the desire for the rule, arises from
a
inhumanity on
d
body's part you have a lot to learn,
There are situations in life . . .
where you simply cannot be right,
at least 100 Dercent nVht nr vin
near that . . . Now. to mv two
points which I can wrap ud fast. . .
"We say 'come to a small college
ahove the Killbuck where you will
he. treated as a significant human
heing.' And if we say that, God be-in &or rtur
nave iu ity iu
.i,r c Lir.
make good on it. I want that to
happen. I know it does happen in
thousands of relations here, students, faculty, administration on
this campus. But I want as an ideal
no instance in which it does not
happen. And I refer here not to
some rule . . . What I'm talking
about is the grand give and take
from day to day that goes on
among human beings. The daily
personal amenities that anybody
receives at the hands of those of
us who work here . . .1 believe
the men and women I know do
want to treat others and be treated
as persons who have human significance.
Will Accept Reports
"And I feel this so strongly that
I'm going to ask you to do this:
It you know hrsthand not second
hand
of any personal instance
where you have been treated as
less than such a person in the
daily give and take of your life
here 1 want to know about this,
busy as I am. And I want to know
it only after you have been candid
enough and direct enough to try
to straighten it out first with the
person with whom this happens to
be involved.
This is still a
small enough place, even with the
numbers that we have, that we can
treat one another from dav to dav
with full human consideration.
"The second point I can make
quickly,
I have been utterly
guilty in not seeing to it that this
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in this way:
for granted too much, working with other parts of the budget,
that we were even lucky to have
the one we've had. And I also have
assumed too readily that the limitations of space that we have were
really worse than they are. I have
the complete cooperation of my
colleagues in this matter. Mr. Palmer cares as much about this as
I took

I do.

Bookstore Approval
"I have gone to the board of
trustees and I have said we're
about to do some things with the
bookstore we now have and do
them promptly that may cost the
College either some money or necessitate the gathering of certain
gifts right now.' And I have their
permission to go ahead; and on a
day to be announced some time
this week we will have a meeting
next week of any faculty or sru- dents who are interested to spell
out the exact details of this and
to work out the kind of ground
rules for the bookstore operation
that I should have given you long
ago.

"Two Footnotes"
The best way I know to
feel bad is to get behind, and then
you start blaming someone else
for what you haven't done
I
hope you know that some of us are
pretty well aware of the deep, deep
concern that all young men and
women have to carry these days,
the brick that every one of you has
in the back of his head over the
international situation. You're ma
ture enough to handle that deep
personal problem by yourselves.
We've had times like this before.
I ve always been immenselv proud
of the way students have borne
them with dignity, intelligence
and poise, and I have been and
am proud of you. Why aren't we
realistic enough to admit that this
is real. To tend to one's knittinsr
o
in a time as confused, as difficult
as this just to tend to one's knit
ting is a kind of glorious affirmation
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Yes, you. If you're

a senior taking dead
aim on a business career, you'll want
to check the many opportunities in
Etna Casualty's
FIELD MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
.

...

cm

These opportunities offer a selection of
permanent salaried positions at
Company field offices fn
major cities throughout the
country; positions which possess
rapid advancement potential
to supervisory levels.
Your Placement Office has a copy
of our brochure, "Who, Me?".
Stop in . . and while there sign up
to meet the Etna Casualty man
Who II be on campus on
sixty-seve- n

March 1, 1966

VETNA CASUALTY
AND SURETY COMPANY
A immbar of th Alna IH9
of Mm largest Insurance
rpanfxaffom in tnt world.
HARTFORD,

Group--m

CONNECTICUT

"An Equal Opportunity
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Closest to the Campus
Prescription Center
"In the Heart of the Medical Area"
Phone

262-89- 41

